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The mindset of the assumed “elite” who are behind the scenes
masterminding our current matrix is bastardized truths derived
from long lost natural, clear and obvious understandings that
once dominated and ruled our planet and its civilizations
long, long ago.

We  are  currently  in  the  dark  ages  of  human  thinking  and
evolution. And that to a massive degree. Societal patterns and
standards, including rituals, sigils and commonly held belief
systems are merely dark manipulative shadows of once thriving
day  to  day  realities  and  long  since  passed  advanced
intelligent culture. It was on the surface much like ours, yet
fully intelligent, awake and loving, while completely down to
earth. No hocus-pocus or manipulation was intended or needed;
their connection to real intelligence and simple conscious
spirituality was profound and fully well intentioned.

Imagine a simple, non intrusive organizational structure by a
semi-remote yet present benign, lovingly motivated group of
kind and conscious beings. All of it co-created by them with
the understanding the same was true of the rest of humanity,
and  maintained  via  passed  down  guidelines  and  empowering
knowledge designed to help individuals and communities thrive,
and happily accomplish their designed mission. Happily and
fully conscious.

Now visualize go-betweens, representatives who took messages
from the enlightened ones who were behind the central wisdom
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hub, loving and sincere and caring individuals yet loyal to
the core enlightened intelligence. Not gods, but loving and
caring  enlightened  representatives  who  once  mingled  but
periodically retreated to a place of conservancy to protect
and preserve the inner knowledge.

It was a very down to earth lifestyle way back then, but
profoundly  interesting.  Today  these  simple  mechanisms  for
things  as  simple  as  getting  water  or  simple,  practical
architectural  structures  were  eventually  hijacked.  They
eventually  became  occult  forms  and  symbols  of  power  and
worship, later generations not even knowing they stood for the
simplest of things while the hijackers know full well they
were archetypes playing on our minds.

So Very Easy to Hijack
Over very, very long periods of time, as civilizations drifted
further from the simplest original way of life, these precepts
were  twisted  and  perverted.  Time  and  the  temptation  to
counterfeit, just as any structure goes through as beings
drift from the truth into controlling religious organizations,
governing bodies, etc.,  perverted the original template. In
fact, we are currently stone age compared to this simple,
connected and benevolent form of intelligent organization our
planet once experienced.

This is what we are remembering.

The intelligence was so natural and nothing at all “super
natural”, it has only been made to appear that way since so
much is no longer part of common knowledge. No doubt the
spiritual was interwoven in such a way as to make it part of
basic,  natural  life,  while  in  today’s  dysfunctional  world
under control by the current dark dictatorship of lies, these
ideas have been fractured into separate parts of life. This
dichotomy is one of the basic tenets of control, as manifested
in the many black or white memes our current understanding is
herded  into.  The  freemasons  are  famous  for  using  this



separation, but ultimately anything anti-conscious does the
same, causing separation at every possible level.

How We Get Back – Remembering and Clearing the Fog
Unfortunately in our current way of life there is this passed
on active and passive aggressive structure, mimicking these
very early societies. The problem is the influence and power
is in the wrong hands. But the reason we are yoked with it is
that this older system of civilization is deeply imprinted in
our very nature, to follow these ancient ways, and they’re
playing on this embedded memory in our collective subconscious
which  is  why  humanity  resonates  with  much  of  the  current
program.

Therefore what we are witnessing is ultimately a very clever
imitation of a wonderful previous reality, but is really just
an  entropic  progression  used  against  a  degraded  race  of
hijacked beings following orders from a hijacking race, using
compliant humans as tools to execute it.

It’s easy to see how such a basic and fundamental structure
could be perverted, especially over long epochs of time. Once
the structure or control was weakened, parasitic mimicking
fraudulent  “ancestors”  would  wrest  this  imprint  away  from
benign and benevolent leadership into abusive, self serving
means. Power corrupts the weak and self serving inclined,
especially when such forces see how easy it is to enact upon a
trusting, already entrained population.

This  era’s  corrupt  Illuminati  are  famously  mental  and
intellectual and consider themselves the awake ones, and it’s
easy to see why. Not only are they ruthless in their intent,
they’ve been emboldened by usurping these powerful ancient
paradigms of which they are aware, and they know what they’re
doing.  Hence  the  strong  symbolism  and  references  to  this
ancient past in their occult symbology and secret society
nomenclature. All based on the sequestered truth about the
power of the original, natural and humane pattern.



Interesting? A type of garden of eden in our way distant past
that’s  been  hijacked.  As  Jung  would  say,  a  very  powerful
archetype or set of archetypes, and something to play upon,
says the invader.

But we’re waking up from our long slumber.

Behind the Scenes and Go-betweens
These emissaries – appointed, trusted representatives who were
sent to be among the people while the core team kept the
purity of the basic intelligent lifestyle – were integral to
the lifeblood of the civilization. It appears in history even
the inner core was walking amongst humanity at one point but
eventually took a back seat, and eventually passed away, and
those who knew them and were among them took their place. Yet
this same benign somewhat hierarchical structure remained, but
it also morphed over time and was corrupted and lost track of
the original purpose.

This is how power overruled love and common sense. Fear of
losing control, which is passed on into laws, regulations,
containment devices etc. is now clearly evident. We all know
in our hearts this doesn’t have to be the case. This is past
epochs and consciousness speaking to us.

Those on the inside really do think they know best, and in the
case of the ancient benign control structure they did. It’s
how it was in the beginning and is something innate to natural
law, similar to how a crystal grows or plants and animals
develop from a true source and designed pattern. This is why
we see this imprinted over and over, not just in nature, but
in man’s organizations, companies and eventually government,
howbeit perverted. It’s been a form of natural law for eons I
suspect, but it’s degraded and lost track of its true roots.
Losing touch with the original inspiration and plan it now
remains  an  empty  shell,  the  controllers  themselves  also
mindlessly worshipping these ancient symbols from a once very
simple open and intelligent way of life.



Oh the irony.

The core was meant to maintain the purity and message and
simplicity of intelligence. Instead it morphed over time and
became a power base for future usurpers. It’s no wonder then
that they think they know better, when in their world view and
usurpation of this organizational foundation they seemingly
do. They are not religious, they only pretend to be. They know
that’s a bunch of hooey, although they are ritualistic, but it
works on a superstitious and now easily bamboozled populace.
All based on ignorance and someone “smarter” pulling the ropes
and levers.

Letting true intelligence rule our lives we can have that
individual realignment with the natural as well as the “super”
natural on our own. We don’t need anyone to tell us what to
do,  but  we  do  need  to  clear  away  the  cobwebs  and  false
training and reactive living to see it. Otherwise we remain in
that darkened state.

And at this point it’s become almost a state of emergency to
do so. When you catch on that urgency will hit you big time.

Conclusion – Taking It Back
Obviously we don’t want to fall into any of their traps of
control  and  manipulation,  seeing  clearly  it  is  not  for
humanity’s benefit but rather to maintain it’s lower level
status, at least at this dark point in history. One of the
biggest traps is anger, which is akin to fear, and a very low
level response that only plays into this imposed condition. If
we are to walk and talk as enlightened, intelligent humans it
means a life change and disengaging from the many mechanisms
at play, which appear to be at one of the lowest levels in our
human evolution.

Sadly,  even  from  the  sparse  records  still  available,  it
appears great clashes in civilization eventually arise, often
at a huge cost to the current inhabitants.



Unfortunately we are way down the road at this point. While
there  is  an  unprecedented  awakening  taking  place,  perhaps
laying the groundwork for a world to come arising within each
of us, these usurpers have succeeded in amassing huge arsenals
of destruction born out of their perverted cravings for power
and control. These are playing out before our eyes in all that
we are currently witnessing on the world stage. Many of us are
tracking this slow motion train wreck in the making which
contributes greatly to the awakening of humanity’s innate true
intelligence, but stopping or derailing this train they have
forced humanity on to is not going to be an easy task, and
some sort of culmination or cataclysm may just have to take
place as they self destruct.

We have seen it in many recent civilizations, but our real
clues  come  from  antiquity  such  as  the  Vedas  where  great
clashes apparently took place in the heavens as vying powers
had it out for control. Even further back we hear that this
was the fate of Atlantis and Lumeria who destroyed each other
at the pinnacle of so-called advanced civilization.

Who knows how many times this has been played out on our
planet, never mind the millions of others in our galaxies or
the billions if not infinite number of such massive star and
planet clusters in the entire universe? One can only imagine
they haven’t all had this type of parasitic invasion such as
earth  experiences.  Perhaps  earth  really  is  a  particularly
valuable  blue  gem  compared  to  other  worlds  available  for
habitation. It’s thought we co-habit this planet with many
other races, which we call “alien” when those races in fact
call  us  the  aliens,  or  “engineered  species”  created  by
advanced civilizations that arrived here long, long ago.

We don’t know for sure, but we are finding our identity and
innate connectivity to everything. If artificial intelligence
can  be  produced,  how  much  more  can  we  “revive”  our  own
wonderful  intelligence  and  so  magnificently  transcend  and
overcome these deviant, however powerful, warring entities!



That’s a happy thought, and one I think is very real.

How else could we even conceive this? That’s something in
itself to wonder about.

Be empowered – and remember who you are. It’s coming back to
us all.

Much love, Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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